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Next Meeting : Monday, 20 January, 2020
Due to repairs at our usual hall, out January meeting will be held at a new venue - The West Pymble Community
Hall, in Lofberg Road. The hall is opposite the houses between Graylin Rd and Inverallen Ave. Access to the hall is
from 6.30pm and the meeting starts at 8pm. Please try and get there early to help set up tables and chairs.
Because of the new venue and our lack of familiarity with the facilities, the meeting will be a little different. Normal
benching will be suspended but we still want to see orchids. Accordingly, members are asked to bring along a
maximum of 2 plants per membership to be judged on a ‘popular vote’ system. We will explain more on the night.
There will be no sales table, no culture class, and no guest speaker but in accord with our January tradition, it is
“Plant Doctor” night. After the formalities of the general meeting, and the tea break, we will rearrange the seating to
accommodate a Plant Doctor panel at each end of the hall. The ‘doctors’ will be Garrie Bromley, Trevor Onslow,
Jean and Geoff Fulcher. All are hugely experienced growers and all always ready to help newer growers get
growing. If you have an orchid you are worried about and you are not sure what to do next, bring it along to this
meeting for the experts to assess and provide practical advice. See if they can diagnose your plant’s problem and
‘issue a prescription’ or perhaps ‘order more detailed tests’. There are no limits on the number of plants you may
bring in to be assessed but if there are large numbers ‘in the waiting room’, the doctors reserve the right to prioritise
which ‘patients’ they see.
Our supper volunteers for January are Judith Dicker & Gloria Cushway. Many thanks for offering ladies.

Best of the Evening Species – Laelia purpurata ‘Barbara’ - grown by Garrie and Lesley Bromley
This lovely orchid of Garrie and Lesley’s also won BOE at the December meeting
last year, but I guess that is what happens when you have the best orchids and
grow them well. But, the result for bulletin write ups is that unfortunately you
have all seen the info below previously.
So, “Houston we have a problem”. I can’t choose which orchids get BOE but
perhaps in the interest of all readers I may be allowed to influence the scope of the
write up. Unless there is a popular uprising to the contrary, where the BOE is a
repeat winner I will from now on just publish the BOE result and a small picture
and use bulletin space to find something more interesting to tell you.
Anyway, for those who don’t yet know all about this wonderful species, Laelia
purpurata is a native of southern Brazil, occurring in a fairly coastal-strip,
extending north for about 500 km from just above the Argentine border. Its native
habitat is most commonly in tall trees in heavy forest along small creeks, usually
below 180m elevation. Interestingly, in Australia, the equivalent latitudes of those
native habitats equate to NSW, from somewhere about Nowra to a bit below the Qld border. No wonder it does well
here. If we could teach it English instead of Portuguese, we might even be able to talk to it.
Pupurata grows really well in Sydney and every December makes a magnificent display of forms and colours on our
Laeliinae class benches. It is a tallish plant that is, actually, now more correctly classified as a Cattleya. Plants grow to
about 45cm tall including pseudobulbs and leaves. Big showy flowers, perhaps 20cm in diameter, present above the
leaves, usually in pinks or white but with variously coloured contrasting lips. In Brazil, different varieties of flower
form and colour, are assigned varietal names. A stunning orchid every grower should have.
Thank you for sharing another of your champions with us Garrie and Lesley. Fantastic colour.
The opinions and recommendations published in this bulletin are those of the authors of the various items. The Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc
disclaims responsibility for any losses or damages that may be attributed to the use or misuse of any material or any opinion published in this bulletin.
The bulletin and its content are protected by copyright and no part of them may be reproduced or re-used without the permission of the author.
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Farewell to Keith Oxley
At our Christmas party meeting in December, President Dennys
mentioned the passing of one of our most revered members,
Keith Oxley, and we observed a minute of silence in reflection.
In addition, I offer this small additional tribute on behalf of all
who knew Keith.
Keith worked in the Overseas Telecommunications industry and
in his earlier years served for a number of years on tours of
overseas postings for OTC in Fiji, Fanning Island, and Cocos
Islands. It was on his first assignment to Fiji that he met Loma,
the lady who became his wife, and they married in 1949.
I don’t know if Keith and Loma’s interest in orchids began from
Den speciosum in Keith and Loma’s front yard
encountering the many wonderful orchids to be found in those
exotic places, but by the time I joined Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid
Society in about 1972, both of them were already master growers within the society. Theirs was one of the homes
regularly made available for ‘home visits’ to society members and every time I visited I recall being gob-smacked by
the fantastic array of such different and lushly grown orchids. Keith’s specialty was softcane Dendrobiums but he also
loved growing various orchids around the garden. Loma grew a much wider range of different types.
For beginners like myself, these were not just great growers though, they were the members who would help you
understand what to do and how to do it. They were patient, kind, thoughtful people and willingly shared their
knowledge with anyone who asked.
Not long after I joined the society I was also asked to join the committee and what a great experience that has been. In
the old days there were about a dozen members on the committee, and meetings were held at a different member’s
home each month on a voluntary roster. Apart from the business of running the society month by month, each meeting
was also another lesson in life and how to grow orchids. So many wonderfully experienced people, like the Oxleys,
were all on hand in one place and sharing their knowledge and experience about orchids, life, and business – I soaked
up everything offered. And then there were those committee suppers. Wow. I think each host was competing with the
other as to who was the best cook. And boy, were they good cooks. Even if you asked today I wouldn’t dare pick one
above another. They were all fantastic. Half an hour for business and an hour and a half for the rest. Perfect.
But on top of all that, did I mention yet that Keith was a genius inventor? At his funeral, one of our other members
told me of being invited to see Keith’s workshop and discussing a particular hammer of Keith’s, made in a unique
way for a specific job. When he asked Keith about it he was told that there had been no shape mold for the hammer
needed so Keith had first made the mold, then used that to make the hammer he wanted. Just so typical of him. If it
didn’t exist, invent it. Which naturally also made him the master at constructing all the ‘theme’ structures for our
society displays at shows.
Back in those days orchid displays were judged a little differently to today and each display needed to be constructed
to incorporate some theme selected by that society. Our display team (including Keith and Loma) would discuss ideas
and then Keith would go away and build some fantastic structure around which we would build the display. One year
he did an amazing replication of the Kuranda railway in Qld, showing the part where it works its way along the face
of a cliff as it rises from the coast up to the Atherton tablelands. Another year he made a perfect, metre high, replica
of one of those windmill water pumps you see on every country property in Australia. I am sure he secretly had some
kind of shrinking ray because that thing was PERFECT. No half measures or cheap substitutes for Keith. He built it
exactly as a big one would have been built. People didn’t look at the orchids in that display, they stood in front
entranced by his construction. And finally, did you know that all those wire hoop hangers, in a dozen different sizes,
that you buy at shows, all came from Keith? He had this amazingly simple structure mounted on the side wall of the
house, under the carport. The wire of the chosen thickness came off a big supply roll, went through a variety of
pulleys to straighten the wire, around more pulleys to make the various loops of whatever size he selected, then
allowed him to bend it precisely wherever a bend was needed. It was a manual system, but so elegant in its design it
was just beautiful.
At the funeral his son and some of his grandchildren spoke with great emotion and love of their life experiences with
Keith and Loma and how much they will miss him. I can never match that but we too will all miss this wonderful
man. Farewell Keith.
Jim Brydie
-----------

-----------------

---------------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------

------------------

Society News (if anyone has a news item, please phone Jim on 9476 3383, or email at jimbrydie@bigpond.com )
1. President Dennys’ Desk – I reconfirm my appreciation to Graeme Mohr and Jon Hestelow who were the
recipients of the President’s Awards for service during 2019. However, Jon was not at our Christmas Party to
receive his award. So, Trevor Bailey, the President of Berowra and District Orchid Society, kindly allowed me to
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present Jon his award at the ‘Berowra” Christmas function. Jon caught up with me later on the night to thank me
for the award. The valuable insight I gained after talking to Jon, was the depth of appreciation that he had for Keith
Oxley and the contribution that both Keith and Loma have made to our society.
January Meeting – Our West Lindfield Hall will not be available for our January meeting. Consequently, your
committee has been working hard behind the scenes to get a meeting arranged for January. The venue and exact
form of the evening will be confirmed by a separate email announcement soon after this bulletin is sent.
A Wonderful Christmas party – President Dennys, our committee, and lots of volunteers, all pulled together again to
make it happen like clockwork. Nice food and drink, lots of lovely orchids, good friends and a great monster raffle to
laugh and joke over. What more could we want? Thank you to all who pitched in on the night and who brought in
additional food to add variety. You all did us proud.
Dennys did a great job handling all those formalities that must be addressed. He announced the winners of the pointscore competition prizes, and his special President’s awards, but it wasn’t long before we had all the chairs shifted out
into a ring around the walls, leaving space in the middle for the food tables – just like an old fashioned country dance
hall. The tables covered with prizes for the monster raffle were along the stage end and all the ticket holders had
planned which prize they would take if they got lucky. I bet not a single plan came to fruition though, such it is with
Christmas raffles.
Thank you to everyone who generously donated prizes. We thank Angie Lyle for providing the happy pictures below.

2. Fees Due – Don’t forget, annual membership fees are now due ($15 single, $18 family). You can pay by direct
deposit to BSB No 032 188, account name Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc., and account number 103568. If you
use this method, please make sure that you use the words “Membership fees” as the payment description – and
include your full name as the remitter.
You can also pay in person at the front table at the next meeting or mail in a cheque, but please note that when you
pay in person or by mail, we want you to include a completed ‘annual membership renewal form’ with the payment
to Jessie Koh. It gives us a paper record & helps keep track of who has paid. A copy of the form will be sent out with
the distribution of this bulletin and forms will also be available at the January meeting.
3. Library Report – The Dec-Jan edition of the Australian Orchid review is in. Sadly the publication of this magazine
has now ceased but its editor David Banks has finished with a flourish. The final edition is primarily devoted to
Australian natives and includes an article describing and illustrating the 20 Australian Sarcochilus species. Shorter
articles cover Dockrillia striolata; newly described Diuris species; 2 rare terrestrial species from Mt. Canobolas; a
newly described species of Acianthus, and a fine cultivar of Dendrobium speciosum.

Do you know how our Pointscore Competition works? - Each month at our meetings members bring in their
flowering orchids to share our delight in our hobby, to compete against one another, and to share cultural tips.
Competition benching is divided into various classes of orchids. Some classes are based on a single genus or a group
of closely related genera (for the most popularly grown types), or, if the orchid doesn’t happen to fit one of those
classes, then we have “catch all the rest” classes based on the geographic area from which their ‘type’ originates.
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These classes are called Miscellaneous Species orchids Americas, Misc. Hybrid orchids Americas, and ditto for
Miscellaneous orchids Asia and Other (ie the rest of the world). There are also separate sets of classes for Novice
growers and for Open class growers but there are far fewer Novice classes. For Novice growers we group together
types of orchids that would be in separate classes in the Open section. It might sound complicated on paper but you
will get the hang of it soon enough.
Orchids that are judged 1st, 2nd, or 3rd, in one of the various classes each month, do not get a prize on the night (other
than a boost to your pride) but instead are allocated ‘points’ that tally up across the whole year. In addition to the
points for 1st, 2nd, or 3rd in a class, all other orchids benched in each class are allocated 1 point to encourage
participation, but each member can only earn points for a maximum of 5 orchids in each class on any one night.
At the end of the year there is a tally of all points earned within each class, and a token amount of prizemoney is
allocated to the growers who finished 1st, 2nd, or 3rd in that class over the 12 months. Obviously, the more classes in
which you get an annual 1st, 2nd, or 3rd, the greater the accumulated reward. The prizemoney is usually not given in
cash but instead is translated to orchids approximating that value.
There is also a special participation reward of a small orchid or equivalent for anyone who didn’t get any prizemoney
but who did bench at least one plant during the year.
Best of the Evening awards - In addition to judging all the classes, the judges also select three ‘Best of the Evening’
orchids each month. One for best species orchid, one for best hybrid orchid, and one for the best orchid across all the
novice classes. The reward for each ‘Best of the Evening’ is a small orchid plant allocated on the night.
Benching Competition Rules – Yes, there are formal benching competition rules. The document that sets them out in
detail is titled “The Benching Guidelines” and every member receives a copy when they join the club. If you lose your
copy, just ask and we can send you another, or alternately, it is posted on the Society website for you convenience.
The 2019 Results – At our Christmas meeting, point-score competition winners are announced and prizes handed out.
We do not publish the total results of the point-score, or the results in specific classes (i.e. the placings upon which
prizemoney is based). There are 40 benching classes in total and the total results of over one hundred members
benching in 40 classes is rather unwieldy to say the least. However, the results are not secret and if any member is
interested in obtaining a copy, please send a request to the KOS email address, kuringgaiorchidsociety@gmail.com,
and we will send it to you.
What we do publish each year in our January bulletin (see below), is a summary table of the overall total points
(across all classes) for about the top 20 or so point scorers in the Open division, and perhaps 5 to 10 in the Novice
section. As explained above, placings in this table are not the basis upon which prizemoney is earned. We publish
these lists because many members like to see where they stand competitively amongst all others.
Please, please, don’t take this competition too seriously and don’t get over-competitive. Lets just enjoy seeing lots of
lovely orchids every month. Bring your plants in to show us your skill and to share your pride, your pleasure, your
knowledge and your discoveries.

2019 Pointscore Summary
st

1
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

Bromley, G & L
Cushway, A & G
Brydie, J & C
Fulcher, G & J
Barrett, Margaret
Miller, Trevor
Koh, Jessie

864
301
286
276
271
222
220

Open section results (top 21 places)
th

8
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th

D'Olier, Peter & Jane
Onslow, T & P
Payne Lee
Spurrs, Brian
Tanner, Ian
Rethers, Christine
Law, Dora

191
174
172
159
150
126
124

15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st

Peterson, Trish
Huang Lina
Ng, Peter & Betty
Mohr, Graeme
Angove, Dennys & Janine
Reyes Kit
Morrow, Peter

124
109
100
90
74
70
63

2019 Novice section results (top 9 placings)
1st Harris, Lisa
2nd Chang, John
eq 3rd Blackwell, Carol

70
42
18

eq 3rd Lyle, Angie
eq 3rd Matthews, Mary
6th Taffel, Bob

7th Szeto-Low, Yvonne
8th P & P Toong
9th Flinders, Di

18
18
14

10
6
4

Revised Novice Grower Standings for 2019/2020
For Novices Only – New members often have trouble understanding our complicated little system for gradually
elevating growers from Novice to Open class, so I provide this explanation each year : Our ‘rules’ prescribe that in addition to any prizemoney won at the end of the year, when a Novice grower wins any
single annual Novice benching class, they lose the right to bench in that particular Novice Class from then on.
That is, they are elevated to OPEN class for just those kinds of orchids, but they may still bench other kinds of orchids
in other Novice classes until they are also elevated to OPEN in those classes. When a Novice finally wins 3 different
annual Novice classes, they are no long a “Novice” at all and must bench only in Open. It may take years, or may in
some cases occur in just one season. It depends on skill and progress rather than any given period.
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However, please note one further complication. – Your novice standing is also affected by your novice or open
standing at other clubs. One of our rules says that as you lose your novice standing (or that other club’s equivalent
of novice standing) at any other orchid club, in any one class, or overall, then you are likewise no longer Novice in the
equivalent classes, or overall, at Ku-ring-gai. Because the classes and rules at each club are so variable, it is
impossible to write an exact interpretation of this condition for every circumstance, so we expect individual members
to judge this for themselves reasonably and to act accordingly. If you are ever unsure about some aspect of this and
want to ask for clarification, please raise your issue with any committee member. We will work out a practical and
common sense solution for you.
As I said, all rather complicated. The whole process is aimed at trying to keep the competition among novices as fair
and equal as possible, yet at the same time allowing novice growers as long as they need to develop and become
comfortable with benching in the open classes. A rather delicate balance.

Updated Novice Standings for 2020 : Novices please take careful note, and bench accordingly. Each January we
publish the table below to remind Novice growers of where they stand in this gradual process of moving from Novice
to Open in our society. The table lists members who are presently benching in Novice classes at meetings and who
have at least partially lost their Novice standing. If you aren’t on the list but believe you should be, please contact
Dennys Angove or Graeme Mohr. These revised standings applied from the Dec. 2019 meeting.
A copy of the table is kept in the hall, in the varnished box in which benching cards are stocked. The box sits on the
benches just outside the table and chairs storeroom. Also keep in mind that novice class is not mandatory. No member
is bound only to the novice classes. You can choose to bench in any Open class at any time.
THESE ARE THE NOVICE CLASSES IN WHICH those listed ARE NO LONGER ELIGIBLE TO BENCH
John Chang
Carol Blackwell
Doreen Clark
John and Jean Hocking
Lisa Harris
Angie Lyle

Mary Matthews
Janet Snodgrass
Yvonne Szeto-Low

Already Open in classes 35 and 39. In 2019 won class 34 - Australian Native Species & Hybrids.
John is now out of Novice and is Open in all classes.
This year was equal 1st in class 38 Misc. Species. However, at the discretion of the committee Carol
may still bench in all Novice classes in 2020 as this was Carol’s first year in Novice class.
Previously won class 39 – Miscellaneous Hybrids (Doreen is now Open in this class)
Previously won class 34 – Australian Native Species & Hybrids (They are now Open in this class)
This year won classes 35, 36, 37, and 39.
Lisa is now out of Novice and is Open in all classes.
Previously won class 35 – Laeliinae Species and Hybrids, and class 37 – Oncidium species and
hybrids. This year Angie was equal 1st in class 38 Misc. Species.
Angie is now out of Novice and is Open in all classes
Previously won class 38 - Miscellaneous Species – (Mary is now Open in this class)
Previously won class 35 – Laeliinae species and hybrids (Janet is now Open in this class)
Previously won class 35 - Laeliinae Species and Hybrids and class 39 – Miscellaneous Hybrids
Yvonne is now Open in both these classes

Ps: If you are a novice and still struggling with working out which orchid goes in which class, there is an
explanatory article on the novice benching classes (with pictures) on our website, or ask an experienced grower on the night.

Best of the Evening Hybrid – Paph. Berenice ‘Beauty’ AM - AOC - grown by Geoff and Jean Fulcher
You could hardly imagine that such a beautiful, elegant orchid
could date back to the 19th century but it does, being registered
way back in 1891 by a ‘Capt. Vipan’. I had never previously
heard of this man but I found a wonderful little profile on the
County Life website in regard to his Jacobean estate in the UK
called Stibbington Hall.
I won’t quote it all, but ... “in the early 1800s, Edward Girdlestone
bought the hall and carried out a sympathetic programme of repairs and
improvements, before moving there in 1836. Following his death in
1843, his widow – the third ‘merry widow’ to play a part in the evolution
of Stibbington Hall – gave the property to her daughter on her marriage
to John Maylin Vipan, a respected local Justice of the Peace.
The status of Stibbington Hall as a country house of importance was to
Picture from 2014 award judging
be greatly enhanced by their eldest son, Capt John Alexander Vipan,
who came to live at the hall with his mother after 1880. Internationally renowned as a naturalist and ichthyologist, he maintained
‘the finest collection of freshwater fish in Europe’ in two greenhouses in the kitchen garden – a collection transferred to the
London Zoo a few years before he died in 1939, aged 90. Other greenhouses housed ferns and orchids, several of which were
named after him, and his collection of butterflies and moths was said to be one of the best in Huntingdonshire.”

What a fascinating story. It would seem that ‘the ichthyologist’ was also keen on orchids amongst other things and
was the “Capt. Vipan” who made the hybrid Paphiopedilum Berenice, which was no small physical feat back in those
days, before sterile flasks of agar and artificial flask nutrients. Let alone creating a hybrid of any value.
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Anyway, Capt. Vipan certainly displayed some nice insight with Berenice. Since
the original cross it has been remade any number of times. There have been more
than 80 individual Berenice cultivars awarded and over 90 awards. In 2014 the
Fulcher’s lovely cultivar ‘Beauty’ was judged to receive an AM (Award of Merit,
which is the second highest award possible). As you can see from this second
picture from it’s award judging at the time, it is one of those slower growing,
different sort of Paphs, that have multiple flowers on a long spike.
The parents of Berenice are the two species Paph lowii and Paph philippinense.
Paph lowii is found in Malaysia, Sumatra, Java, Sulawesi and Borneo in lowland
forests. Like nearly all Paphs, I think you would describe it as a semi terrestrial epiphyte. It usually grows in humusfilled hollows of limestone rocks and boulders but can be found as a terrestrial in grasslands with scrub, or even
occasionally as a lithophyte on rock faces. Its altitude range is 200 to 1700 metres. It blooms in the spring and
summer on an erect to arching inflorescence that can be around 60 to 100cm long. The flowers are relatively large and
can be up to 14cm wide. It can have up to 7 flowers in succession. As seen below, there can be significant difference
between the flowers from plant to plant.

‘Candor’

‘Extremely Lehua’

other

other

The other parent of Berenice is Paph philippinense, another of the multiflowered types and even more variable. There
are a number of named ‘varieties’ and well as many different, highly variable cultivars. (Sample pictures below)

Very wide petals

Var robelinii

“Mathew Stennerson”

long pouch

wide petals standard

As you might have guessed, philippinense is native to the Philippine Islands but is also found in northern Borneo. It is
mostly found close to the coast and water at elevations between zero and 500 metres. It grows in leafy debris on
limestone cliffs and boulders, often in quite exposed situations. The plants have large leathery plain green leaves
which can be up to 50 cm long and several cm wide. The 50 cm inflorescence is covered in purple hairs and carries
from 2 to 5 large flowers. Flowers can be predominantly vertically oriented but many spread their petals like a
Mexican moustache. The pictures below offer a sample of variants. These are warm growing orchids and in their
natural habitats the temperature is fairly evenly warm all year round. The rain is also regular but there is a significant
reduction in winter (July through Oct).
Berenice is a lovely blend of its two parents, but as occurs in a primary hybrid, some cultivars show a little more of
one parent or the other. There are many divisions available. I even grow a small piece of a Berenice myself although
mine isn’t a patch on the Fulcher’s ‘Beauty’.
Geoff offers the following notes concerning its cultivation :
“We grow Paph. Berenice probably more toward the conditions for the Paph. philippinense parent than Paph. lowii.
Although the temperature regularly gets down to 8deg. C in the heated glasshouse this only occurs for a couple of
hours in the early morning before dawn, the rest of the night the temperature would be closer to 12 deg. C. All our
multifloral Paphs. get considerably more light than other sections of the Paphiopedilum genus. They can develop
quite large root systems and generally end up being grown in a course bark.”
I have grown my own Berenice almost adequately in my roofed shadehouse so it can probably ‘tolerate’ lower winter
temperatures to some degree, but I am convinced that Paph philippinense and nearly all its hybrids (like Berenice) do
much better grown with a minimum winter temperature above 10°C. There are a few multiflowered Paphs that
tolerate just a few degrees above zero but it takes experience to know which is which. If you are new to
Paphiopedilums, don’t be tempted by the multiflowered types unless an experienced grower you trust, and who knows
your skills, tells you which ones you should try. For example, Paph haynaldianum is one that grows very hardily and
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tolerates winter here with care. It may not be quite as spectacular as philippinense but it is still very attractive.
Congratulations Geoff and Jean. It was a few years back you got this one awarded but it was beautifully grow as
usual. A lovely cultivar.

Best of the Evening Novice – Brassia verrucosa grown by Mary Matthews
This is a great orchid for Sydney growers. Tough, easy to grow, and a reliable
flowerer.
Brassia verrucosa is a species related to Oncidiums that occurs from Mexico all the
way down to Venezuela and even Brazil. It is found in open, humid forests, on tree
trunks and larger branches, at altitudes between 900 & 2400m, which explains its
tolerance for our winter temperatures here. Anything growing over about 1500 metres
elevation is usually tolerant of around 1°C.
Its flowers are much taller than wide (spidery?), strongly paired opposite one another
along the inflorescence, in rows facing slightly away from one another on each side
of the stem. Flower size can vary widely from plant to plant, but they are generally
around 12 - 15cm vertically from tip to tip. The plant averages around a dozen
flowers per spike but can have more or less.
Mary has staked her spikes a little too upright for my taste but it does give the flowers
a kind of modern art appearance. Kind of attractive in an abstract way actually.
The 60cm spike usually rises up and out in an arching style that presents the flowers as a row of little green Martian
soldiers (see the example below). But orchids are yours to display whatever way appeals to you. AND, this one has
got two spikes. Nice job Mary. I bet you flower it every year from now on.
If the species has one drawback, it would be that the flowers are rather strongly fragrant, and not exactly sweet
smelling. Some people don’t mind it, but although the Internet Orchid Species Photo Encyclopedia describes it as
being like black pepper, it is not to everyone’s taste and some have described it as that of a “wet cat”. Many growers
find it quite acceptable in flower inside the house but I would recommend a well ventilated room. It could be
overpowering if locked up in a closed house.
The plant pictured here is the most common variety, with lots of slender, wispy
flowers. There is also another form that we see also see benched from time to time,
which has fewer but much larger, heavier textured flowers. In other respects it
looks exactly the same. It is locally named “variety gigantea” but I am not sure
about its validity as a variety. There doesn’t seem to be any official description of it
as a type, and although I can’t see any differences between its flowers and the
ordinary verrucosa, other than size, I have often wondered whether it might just be
a fluke tetraploid variant, or even just a backcross hybrid with something like
Brassia Rex or Chieftan, which are both verrucosa hybrids themselves anyway.
Anyway, congratulations on your Best of the Evening Mary. The first of many to come??

Pterostylis gigantea??

Jim Brydie
At our Christmas meeting there was an intriguing plant benched under a label
“Pterostylis gigantea ?? Uganda??”. It has subsequently been established that
this plant was mis-identified.
The mystery plant, which did appear to be some kind of super-sized Pterostylis,
is actually a member of the genus Arisaema, a member of the Arum family
which includes such common plants as the funeral lily, the Philodendrons,
Monastera deliciosa, Aglaeonema, Anthuriums, and many other well-known
indoor and outdoor plants.
Oh all right then, I admit it. It was a hoax. It was my plant and I knew it was an
Arisaema all along.
But you can see how easy it could be to confuse an Arisaema with a Pterostylis.
See the Pterostylis pictures below. Each has an upright, tube shaped flower
formed by fused sepals and petals, with the sexual parts of the flower hidden
within the tube. In both Arisaema and Pterostylis there are many species with
totally green and white flowers but also many red/brown coloured flowers,
particularly in stripes. For example, the plant benched at the Christmas
meeting, which is really Arisaema franchettianum (pictured above), does look
much like a Pterostylis flower. Compare it’s similarity to the three real Pterostylis species below.
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Pterostylis coccinea

Pterostylis angusta

Pterostylis baptistii

However, superficial similarity is where it ends. Pterostylis is an orchid and therefore its sexual organ is the same
“column” that all orchids have. The pollen is produced in specific waxy clumps called pollinia, under a
removeable cap on the tip of the column. Just below the pollinia and cap is a cup shaped sticky stigma,
and there is a distinct ridge across the column to separate the male and female organs. The pollinator
usually explores the orchid flower head first, seeking nectar, as it backs out of the flower it dislodges
the pollen cap and gets the pollen stuck to its head to be transported to the next flower where it is
hopefully scraped off on the stigma of the new flower.
In Arisaema, the sexual structure is called the “spadix”, a poker shaped structure common to all
Arums. Tiny flowers are produced on the spadix. In the case of Arisaema, depending on the species
they may be only male flowers, only female, or both. Sometimes a plant may be male one year and
female in others.
Arisaema spadix, male flowers at bottom, dotted fungus gnat path →
However, this is an orchid club so enough on Arisaema. Although, both Arums and Orchids are
thought to have had a common Lily like ancestor way, way back. It is rather fascinating isn’t it?

Yesterday Upon the Stair, I saw a Frog Who Wasn’t There
Pauline and Trevor Onslow have discovered that they have squatter in their orchid
collection, or should I more correctly say “among their orchid collection”.
The Onslows are keen plant people and have a wonderful array of different and
exotic plants in their garden, on the patio, and among their orchids in the sealed
growing area attached to their home. The lovely tuberous Begonia at the right is
Begonia boliviensis or one of its modern hybrids that are so popular at present.
I think I am safe in crediting its culture to ‘green fingered’ Pauline in this case, and
she has it thriving in a waterwell pot hanging up among orchids, Tillandsias,
Rhipsalis and others.
When watering the collection the other day, Pauline thought she caught a glimpse
of something poking out of the water overflow hole in the side of the Begonia pot.
She checked more closely, but no, nothing there. Must have been a dead leaf
caught on the edge that fell off. Think nothing more of it.
The next day, the nothing was and
wasn’t there again. Time to get
sneaky and post a lookout. Look,
there it is again. What is that thing?
It is something hiding in there. I
hope it isn’t one of those horrible
big brown grasshoppers (locusts)
that can chew through a telephone
pole in a single night.
But No.
It’s a friendly resident. A lovely
little brown frog who has taken up residence in the permanent water reservoir in
the waterwell pot. Lets hope he comes out every night and eats pesky bugs.
I must make sure I don’t spray anything nasty around here for a while.
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